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Users rely increasingly on Location-Based Services (LBS) and automated navigation/guidance systems nowadays. However, while
such services are easily implemented in outdoor environments using Global Positioning System (GPS) technology, a requirement
still exists for accurate localization and guidance schemes in indoor settings. Accordingly, the present study proposes a system
based on GPS, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons, and Near Field Communication (NFC) technology. Through establishing
graphic information and the design of algorithm, this study develops a guidance system for indoors and outdoors on smart phones,
wishing to give user perfect smart life through this system. The proposed system is implemented on a smart phone and evaluated
on a student campus environment. The experimental results confirm the ability of the proposed app to switch automatically from
an outdoor mode to an indoor mode and to guide the user to requested target destination via the shortest possible route.

1. Introduction

According to statistics published by the International Tele-
communication Union (ITU), the number of mobile devices
in the world reached 6.835 billion at the end of 2013.
Furthermore, the number of devices is still growing. As
wireless technology continues to improve and wireless net-
works are ever more extensively deployed, the feasibility
of developing Location-Based Services (LBS) has attracted
growing interest [1]. LBS have many advantages from a user
perspective, including convenience, efficiency, and fun. As a
result, they are now widely applied in social networks, traffic
and geographic search systems, and even public safety [2, 3].
Of the many functions offered by LBS, those of positioning
localization and guidance are some of the most useful.
According to previous research, adults spend around 86.9%
of their time indoors, 5.5% in vehicles, and 7.6% outdoors [4].
Thus, in realizing seamless LBS applications, it is necessary

to develop localization and guidance schemes capable of
working in both indoor and outdoor environments and
switching between the two modes automatically as required.

Global Positioning System (GPS) technology is used
widely in the navigation, tourism, measurement, and engi-
neering fields. However, the success of GPS depends on a
strong signal between the user and the navigational satellite.
Thus, while GPS functions well in open outdoor environ-
ments, its performance suffers dramatically in mountainous
areas or build-up urban areas. Furthermore, the signals are
unable to penetrate through building structures, and hence
GPS is of only limited use in indoor environments.

The literature thus contains various alternative proposals
for performing indoor localization. For example, in [5, 6], the
user position is estimated using a wireless communication
signal, while, in [7], a visible light communication system
is used. The authors in [8] performed indoor positioning
using radiofrequency identification (RFID) tags. In [9], user
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positioning was performed by mapping the activities of the
user to the positions in the indoor environment at which
these activities were known to be performed. Finally, in [10],
multiple indoor positioning technologies were combined in
order to improve the localization accuracy.

Althoughmobile devices are invaluable in daily life nowa-
days, their usefulness is limited by their short battery lives,
which prompts the need for frequent recharging. To address
this problem,manymobile devices use Bluetooth LowEnergy
(BLE) technology to realize wireless communication connec-
tions. BLE has many advantages as a connection technology,
including a stable signal, an ease of distribution, a low cost,
and widespread compatibility with existing wireless devices.
Furthermore, BLE beacons have an operating life of several
months using only a simple button cell battery [11]. As a result,
BLE has significant potential as an enabling technology for
indoor LBS applications.

Owing to indoor environment being a complicated space,
GPS signals can not be used and the spreading of wireless
is easily affected by the interior structure of the building;
therefore, it urgently needs precise technologies and a lot of
spherical auxiliary electronic devices, leading to the difficulty
in indoor precise positioning. Thus, for many years, these
well-known positioning technologies such as GPS or Google
Map services are usually applied in public construction
fundamental facilities, road, or outdoor large area; however,
along with the urbanization of living environment, there are
more and larger complex buildings, increasing the needs
for indoor positioning. Near Field Communication (NFC) is
a short-range wireless connectivity standard which enables
communications to be achieved between devices simply by
touching them together or bringing them into very close
proximity of one another (typically, less than 10 cm). NFC
has found widespread use nowadays for such applications as
loyalty schemes, home healthcare, public transport payment,
ticketing, mobile workforce management, and so on. With
the ability it provides to infer the user position with an ultra-
high degree of precision, NFC also has significant potential
for indoor localization purposes.

Thus, to enhance the application of positioning system
and enable smart phones to become key equipment of
augmented humanity which can effectively enhance the
convenience, this study is based on short-distance wireless
communication technology, combining with NFC, BLE bea-
con, and GPS technology to develop a positioning guidance
system which is suitable for indoor buildings. This study
combines GPS, BLE, and NFC technologies to realize a
seamless indoor-outdoor user localization and guidance app
suitable for implementation on a smart mobile device. In
the proposed scheme, user localization is performed using
conventional GPS technology in the outdoor environment.
However, when the user enters an indoor space, the app
switches automatically to an indoor mode, and user posi-
tioning is performed by means of BLE beacons and NFC
tags. The positioning information obtained via the various
technologies is combined with map information (outdoor
and indoor) to realize a guidance system capable of leading
the user to the requested target destination via the shortest
available route.

The design of the system includes “storage data design,”
“positioning method design,” “algorithm design,” and
“graphic design.” In between, for indoor map establishment,
this study designs a method which can assist in establishing
positioning point storage function through wireless signal
exploration (indoor space area as unit positioning base).
Outdoor map uses GPS as positioning base to obtain
the location information, using route map to display the
guidance results. When users are in outdoors, this app
will automatically adopt “outdoor mode” to obtain GPS
positioning to provide users with guidance information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the GPS, BLE, and NFC technologies used
for localization purposes in this study and introduces the
path-finding algorithm used to realize the indoor guidance
system. Section 3 describes the system framework and imple-
mentation. Section 4 presents and discusses the experimental
evaluation results. Finally, Section 5 provides some brief
concluding remarks.

2. Background Knowledge

This section commences by describing the GPS, BLE beacon,
and NFC technologies used in the present study to develop
the proposed positioning and guidance system.The shortest-
path algorithm used to accomplish indoor guidance is then
briefly introduced. Figure 1 presents a schematic illustration
of the respective communication distances of the GPS,
beacon, and NFC technologies.

2.1. GPS. GPS is a middle-distance global tracking satellite
guidance system with a coverage area of more than 98% of
the earth’s surface. GPS can be used by any enabled device
capable of receiving its signals and has the advantage of
anonymity in that the user’s position is not recorded as part
of the communication process. However, GPS relies on the
availability of a clear Line of Sight (LOS) between the user
device and the satellite system. As a result, it provides only a
limited positioning capability in indoor environments [12].

2.2. BLE. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a communication
standard designed to enable short-range wireless devices to
operate for months or even years on a single coin cell battery.
When combined with beacon technology, BLE provides a
highly effectivemethod for estimating the position of the user
relative to certain predefined monitoring spots. BLE operates
over a distance of up to 50m and provides the means to
customize the LBS offered to the user based on their physical
location. For example, certain ads can be pushed to the user
device as the user approaches a particular sales counter in
a store. Similarly, the user may be presented with different
notification messages and application events as he or she
moves across the boundary separating one monitored area
from another.

The literature contains various proposals for integrat-
ing the BLE standard with beacon technology in order to
support user localization, including iBeacon [13], Gimbal
[14], and AltBeacon [15]. The beacons used in such systems
periodically broadcast a wireless radio signal advertising
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Figure 1: Communication distances of three positioning technolo-
gies.

their presence. As described above, BLE operates over a
range of up to 50m. Hence, in the event that the signal is
detected (sighted) by a proximity-enabled user device, the
user position can be inferred with an error of no more than
50m. As a result, BLE/beacon technology provides a low-cost
and energy-efficient solution for performing user localization
with a medium degree of accuracy. The localization system
proposed in the present study utilizes the Gimbal Series 10
beacon produced by Qualcomm (see Figure 2). The periodic
message broadcast by the beacon contains many items of
information, including the Factory ID, RSSI value, name,
battery capacity, and temperature. The Factory ID uniquely
identifies the beacon. Thus, by storing the Factor IDs and
physical beacon locations in a database, the ID information
contained in the message provides an efficient and reliable
method for estimating the position of the user.

2.3. NFC. Near Field Communication (NFC) is an ultra-
short distance wireless communication technology based on
radiofrequency identification (RFID). NFC utilizes signal
attenuation technology to enable devices to conduct noncon-
tact point-to-point data transmissions over distances of up
to approximately 10 cm (3.9 inches). NFC is currently used
for such applications as automated payment, ticketing, loyalty
schemes, and so forth. However, with its high bandwidth and
low energy consumption [16], NFC (see Figure 3) also has
significant potential for highly precise indoor positioning.
As with the Gimbal beacon, each NFC chip has a unique
ID number assigned to it by the manufacturer. Thus, by
associating the ID with a physical location and storing this
information in a database, the position of the user can be
inferred with an extremely high degree of precision each time
a sensing event occurs.

2.4. Shortest-Path Algorithm. Determining the shortest route
between a start point and a target end point given the
availability of multiple paths between them is a common
problem in many walks of life [17]. The guidance system
proposed in this study utilizes the algorithm proposed by
Dijkstra [18]. Since, of the various algorithms available, it has
the advantages of concise algorithm, the optimal solution can
be obtained.

28mm

40mm

Figure 2: Gimbal beacon.

36mm

15mm

Figure 3: NFC tag.

3. System Framework and Implementation

The app proposed in this study provides the user with a
seamless positioning and guidance service as he or shemoves
from an outdoor environment to a target destination in
an indoor environment or vice versa. In other words, the
app switches automatically not only from an outdoor mode
to an indoor mode, but also from an indoor mode to an
outdoor mode. As described in Introduction, positioning in
the outdoor environment is performed using conventional
GPS technology, while that in the indoor environment is
performed using BLE beacon and NFC technologies. For
both environments, the guidance function is achieved using
map information stored in a remote server and downloaded
to the user device as required. For illustration purposes, the
present study considers the localization/guidance problem
for the case of a student campus environment containing
many buildings scattered over a wide geographic area with
many floors and rooms within each building. As described
in the following sections, the system framework comprises
four design components, namely, (1) storage data design,
(2) positioning method design, (3) shortest-path algorithm
design, and (4)map structure design.

3.1. Storage Data Design. To simplify the data storage and
management task, four different data structures are used to
support the different functionalities of the system, namely, an
outdoor map structure, an indoor map structure, a beacon
positioning data structure, and an NFC positioning data
structure. Table 1 shows the data structure used to store
and maintain the outdoor map information. As shown, the
structure comprises six fields, namely, id (the primary index
key); name (used to store the name of the destination);
address (used to store the address of the destination); latitude
and longitude (used to store the geographical coordinates
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Table 1: Data format for outdoor map.

Name Type Remark
id Int(11) Primary

name Text Destination name

address Text Address

latitude Text Latitude

longitude Text Longitude

info Text Brief info

Table 2: Data format for indoor map.

Name Type Remark
id int(11) Primary

map name Text map code

node int(11) node code

x int(11) X-axis coordinate

y int(11) Y-axis coordinate

of the destination); and information (used to store a brief
description of the building).

Table 2 shows the data structure used to store the indoor
map information. The structure contains five fields, namely,
id (the primary index key);map-name (used to store the code
of the indoor map); node (used to indicate the name of the
nodes (rooms/locations) in the indoor map); and 𝑥 and 𝑦
(used to store the 𝑥- and 𝑦-coordinates of the nodes in the
indoor map).

Table 3 shows the data structure used to store the beacon
location information. As shown, the structure contains six
fields, namely, id (the primary search index); node (the node
identifier in the indoor map); fid (the unique ID assigned
to the beacon by the factory); name (the name of the
room/location in which the tag is located);middle (the name
of the building in which the tag is located); and far (the
name of the general campus area in which the building is
located). Table 4 represents the indoormap information used
to store graphic object-oriented information; clicking each
point represents a position on the screen. Data list design
includes id primary index key and map name is the symbol
of themap for the usage of server inquiry. Node is the present
representing node symbol and 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the coordinates of
the center of the node.

3.2. Positioning Method Design. As shown in Figure 4, the
localization/guidance app proposed in this study resides by
default in the “outdoor mode” and uses conventional GPS
technology to locate the position of the user. More specifi-
cally, the system acquires the current latitude and longitude
information from the GPS and uploads this information
together with the Device ID to a remote server (see Figure 5).
On receiving this information, the server interrogates the
coordinate information and returns the appropriate outdoor
map to the user device using the JSON format shown in
Algorithm 1.

GPS
Beacon and tag

Indoor modeOutdoor mode

Autoswitch

Figure 4: Automatic mode switching.

(1) Device ID and
geographic coordinates

(2) Database
(3) Location information

Figure 5: Outdoor map data flow.

Table 3: Beacon data format.

Name Type Remark
id int(11) Primary

node int(11) node

fid text Factory ID

name text Room name

middle text Building name

far text Big area name

Table 4: NFC data format.

Name Type Remark
id int(11) Primary

node int(11) node

uid text Tag uid

name text Room name

middle text Building name

far text Big area name

JSON message sent back includes the name, address,
latitude and longitude, and building introduction of the
destination whose format is shown in Algorithm 1.

When the user moves from the outdoor environment to
an indoor environment, the app switches automatically to an
“indoor mode” and launches an indoor positioning routine.
If the user is within wireless range of a beacon, a sighting
event occurs and the device uploads both its own ID and that
of the beacon to the server. Utilizing the Factor ID as a key,
the server retrieves the approximate location of the user and
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{

"id": 1,

"name": "School",

"address": "No.195, Kunda Rd.,",

"latitude": "22.996175",

"longitude": "120.252970",

"info": "Kun Shan University"

}

Algorithm 1: JSON data format.

(1) Device ID and

(2) Analyze tag
(3) Reply tag location

NFC tag ID 

location

Figure 6: NFC positioning process.

returns this information to the user device. When the user’s
smart phone approaches a NFC tag, the user can send tag ID
alongwithDevice ID back to the server after themobile reads
the set NFC tag.The server will conduct index from the NFC
data list and send the index results back the app to obtain the
user’s location and conduct indoor positioning as shown in
Figure 6.

3.3. Shortest-Path Algorithm Design. After obtaining the
user location, the app downloads the map from the server.
Specifically, the app informs the server of the Device ID and
the required map ID and the server searches its database for
the corresponding map and returns it to the user device.

Let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) denote an indoor map, where 𝑉 is the
set of nodes in the map and 𝐸 is the set of connecting edges
(paths). In constructing the map, the server hosts a database
with four columns, namely, ID (primary index key), node
ID, adjacent node ID, and distance between adjacent nodes.
Taking Node 2 in Figure 8 as an example, let the nodes
adjacent toNode 2 be denoted as Node 0, Node 1, Node 3, and
Node 4, respectively. Furthermore, let the distances of these
nodes from Node 0 be equal to 4, 2, 9, and 2, respectively.
The position of Node 2 relative to its neighboring nodes can
therefore be expressed in the form shown in Table 5.

The node positioning information is communicated from
the server to the device using the JSON format shown in
Algorithm 2. Note that the information object includes such
information as the name of the map, the number of nodes
in the map, and the number of adjacent roads in the map.
Similarly, the algorithm object includes the adjacent nodes,
the costs of the adjacent paths, and the ID of the present node.

The information provided in the JSON message in
Algorithm 2 provides the app with the relevant indoor
shortest-path map. However, the Dijkstra shortest-path algo-
rithm requires the input information to be presented in the

{

"information": {

"name": "Example",

"node": 5,

"road": 14

},

"algorithm": [

{

"neighbor": [

0,

1,

3,

4

],

"cost": [

4,

2,

9,

2

],

"this": 2

}

]

}

Algorithm 2: JSON format for Node 2.

Table 5: Node positioning information.

Name Type Storage results
node int(11) 2

neighbor A text 0

distance A int(11) 4

neighbor B text 1

distance B int(11) 2

neighbor C text 3

distance C int(11) 9

neighbor D text 4

distance D int(11) 2

form of a matrix. Therefore, in implementing the indoor
guidance function, the JSON map information must first be
converted into a matrix form. For example, the illustrative
layout in Figure 8 contains five nodes and should therefore
be converted to a 5 × 5 matrix of the form shown in Table 6.

For a large map comprising multiple nodes, creating
the map and maintaining it over time as additional nodes
are added or existing nodes are removed represent a huge
task if performed manually. For example, for a map with 𝑛
nodes, maintaining the corresponding adjacent matrix given
a change in any one of the nodes incurs a time complexity
of 𝑂(𝑛2). Accordingly, in the app proposed in this study, the
matrix construction task is performed automatically using
the function shown in (1), in which 𝑖 is the number of the
current node, V is the number of the adjacent node, and 𝑒 is
the cost of the path between them. When presented with the
node map (constructed manually by the system developer),
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Table 6: Dijkstra adjacent matrix.

Node 0 1 2 3 4
0 0 8 4 INF INF
1 8 0 2 7 INF
2 4 2 0 9 2
3 INF 7 9 0 2
4 INF INF 2 6 0

the matrix construction algorithm takes the current node
and adjacent node information as an input and uses (1)
to automatically generate the corresponding 𝑛 × 𝑛 adjacent
matrix with a time complexity of 𝑂(𝑛):

graph [𝑖] .adjacentEdge (V, 𝑒) . (1)

For example, taking Node 2 in Figure 8 for illustration
purposes once again, the relation between Node 2 and its
adjacent nodes has the form shown in (2). Taking the 𝑖, V
and 𝑒 information given in (2), the algorithm automatically
constructs the matrix shown in Figure 9:

graph [2] .adjacentEdge (0, 4) ,

graph [2] .adjacentEdge (1, 2) ,

graph [2] .adjacentEdge (3, 9) ,

graph [2] .adjacentEdge (4, 2) .

(2)

Taking Figure 8 as example, the app reads the above adjacent
relation and automatically converts to the matrix adopted by
the algorithm as shown in Figure 9. It inputs the converted
matrix into Dijkstra’s algorithm to estimate the shortest path
by Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm calculates the shortest
path from one point in a node set to any other node in the
same set. Assume thatNode 2 in Figure 8 is chosen as the start
point and Node 3 is chosen as the destination. Three feasible
paths exist between the two nodes, namely, a direct path from
Node 2 to Node 3 and two two-node paths via Nodes 1 and 4,
respectively. The three paths have total distances of 9, 9, and
8, respectively. Thus, in accordance with Dijkstra’s algorithm,
path 2-4-3 is chosen as the shortest path (see Figure 10).

3.4. Map Structure Design. In general, the success of any
app is determined to a large extent by the appearance and
intuitiveness of its graphical user interface (GUI). For a
guidance system such as that proposed in the present study, a
pictorial map with too much detailed information will serve
simply to confuse the user. Consequently, in the proposed
app, the indoor and outdoor maps are presented in the form
ofmetro-likemaps, inwhich the key locations (e.g., buildings,
offices, classrooms, and toilets) are represented as nodes and
the distances between them are indicated by numerals placed
alongside the corresponding paths (see Figure 11).

As discussed above, having determined the user’s current
location, the app requests the appropriate map from the
server and then stores the received map in the device (see
Figure 7). Notably, the map is downloaded in its entirety

(1) Device ID and map ID

(2) Search information
(3) Reply map information

Figure 7: Map algorithm download process.
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Figure 8: Node layout scheme.

Figure 9: Automatic conversion of adjacent node relations tomatrix
form.

Figure 10: Output of Dijkstra shortest-path algorithm.
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Figure 11: Map representation.

(1) Device ID and map ID

(2) Search map
(3) Map

Figure 12: Flow chart showing map download process.

(Figure 12), and hence the need for repeated download events
is avoided. Having downloaded themap, the user then selects
the target destination (i.e., node) for which they require
routing information. To ensure smooth node selection, the
app stores an acceptable touch range error in addition to the
coordinates of each node center. The corresponding JSON
message exchange between the app and the server thus has
the form shown in Algorithm 3.

When the user touches the screen to select a particular
destination node, the app determines the intended node in
accordance with (3), in which 𝑋

1
and 𝑌

1
are the stored

coordinates of the node center,𝑋
2
and 𝑌

2
are the coordinates

of the point at which the user touches the screen, and 𝑟 is the
allowable touch range error:

𝑋1 − 𝑋2

2

+
𝑌1 − 𝑌2

2

< 𝑟
2
. (3)

To support the node selection process described above,
the center coordinates of each node must first be established
and stored in the device. Estimating the node centers one by
one and inputting them into the database are a huge task if
performed manually. Accordingly, this study provides a tool
for automating the node input process by enabling the map
manager to simply mark the scope of each node on the map
(see Figure 13). Having marked the scope, the tool estimates

{

"information": {

"name": "Example",

"photo": {

"width": 1503,

"height": 947,

"radius": 100

}

},

"algorithm": [

{

"touch": {

"X": 110,

"Y": 775

},

"this": 0

},

{

"touch": {

"X": 750,

"Y": 150

},

"this": 1

}

]

}

Algorithm 3: JSON format for map output information.

the coverage scope between the center of the nodes and the
nodes on the map and uploads the related information to the
database.

Having established the user’s present location and his or
her intended destination, the app invokes Dijkstra’s shortest-
path algorithm and marks the suggested route pictorially on
the node map, as shown in Figure 14.
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: Node coordinate definition process.

Figure 14: Suggested route interface.

4. Implementation Results

4.1. Beacon Signal Measurement. Localization experiments
were performed using three commercial mobile phones,
namely, HTC One, Sony Xperia Z1 Compact, and Samsung
Galaxy S4. Each device was placed at three different distances
from a beacon (i.e., 1, 2, and 4m), and the distance measure-
ments obtained by the device were then sampled 100 times
over a 30-minute interval.

The corresponding results are presented in Figures 15–
17. For a device-to-beacon distance of 1m, the distance mea-
surements obtained by the Samsung andHTCdevices deviate
quite significantly from the actual distance and varymarkedly
over the sampling period (see Figure 15). By contrast, the
measurement results obtained using the Sony device are
both closer to the true value and more stable. For a device-
to-beacon distance of 2m, the measurements obtained
using the HTC and Samsung devices vary significantly over
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Figure 15: Signal measurement results at distance of 1m from
beacon.
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Figure 16: Signal measurement results at distance of 2m from
beacon.
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Figure 17: Signal measurement results at distance of 4m from
beacon.

the 30-minute interval. However, the Sony device again
achieves an accurate and relatively stable measurement
performance (see Figure 16). Finally, for a measurement
distance of 4m, all of the devices achieve a poor localization
performance (see Figure 17).

In general, the results presented in Figures 15–17 show
that none of the devices provides an absolutely precise local-
ization performance. Hence, in implementing the proposed
app, the measurement distances obtained by the devices were
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quantified using the proximity value provided by the beacon,
namely, a numerical value in the range of 1∼3. A value of 1
was taken to indicate a close proximity of the device to the
beacon, andhence the beacon locationwas used as a reference
in estimating the current location measurement. By contrast,
a value of 3 was taken to indicate a greater distance of the
device from the beacon, and hence the locationmeasurement
obtained using the device was taken as an approximate value
only.

4.2. System Implementation and Function Display. Perfor-
mance evaluation trials were performed on a university
campus in Taiwan, with the aim being to guide the user
to a specific target in the building shown in Figure 18. As
shown, 7 beacons and 31 NFC tags were placed at appropriate
points throughout the experimental field, for example, on the
doors of the main rooms in the building, at the entrances
to staircases, and at forks or corners in the corridors. Due
to their lower cost, the NFC tags greatly outnumbered the
beacons (Figure 19) and were placed with an approximate
spacing of 2∼15m.

When the app is launched, the system first checks the
status of the communication services of the user device and
issues a notification message if required (see Figure 20, e.g.).
The system then performs a localization routine to establish
the user position. If the app senses a GPS signal, it loads
the outdoor map and marks the user location accordingly.
By contrast, if the app detects a beacon or NFC signal, it
loads the appropriate indoor map and again marks the user
location as appropriate. Having received the map (indoor or
outdoor), the user selects the destination node (e.g., a campus
building or a room within the present building), and the app
launches the shortest-path route discovery routine andmarks
the identified route on the map accordingly.

As shown in Figure 21(a), if the user is outdoors, the app
automatically lists the main destinations within the closest
building (Figure 21(b)) and indicates the user’s location on
the map (Figure 21(c)). The app then asks the user if a
guidance function is required (Figure 22). If the user requests
guidance, the app searches for the shortest-path to the
selected destination and then plots the route on the map
(Figure 23).

4.3. ExperimentalDesign andResults. Theperformance of the
proposed app was evaluated by comparing the time spent
by four users in finding their way from the main campus
entrance to a particular classroom within a certain building
with and without the assistance of the localization/guidance
system, respectively. In performing the experiments, the
process of navigating to the classroom was separated into
six steps, namely, (1) looking for campus map; (2) finding
the target building; (3) searching for indoor floor layout; (4)
reaching the floor; and (5) reaching the destination. Thus,
we record the spent time in various steps as reference. As
shown in Figures 24 and 25, the total time spent by each user
in reaching the target was divided into four separate times,
namely, the time taken in moving from the main campus
gate to the first destination sign at Spot A; the time spent in

Beacon
NFC tag

20m

85m

Figure 18: IoT building in the Department of Computing and
Communication at Kun Shan University, Taiwan.

Room Node number

I4401 26

Type NFC tag

(a) Place NFC tag

Room Node number

I4401 1

Type Beacon

(b) Place beacon device

Figure 19: NFC tag and beacon device.

Figure 20: Open Bluetooth notification.

moving from Spot A to the target building (Spot B); the time
spent in walking from Spot B to the destination sign located
in the building at Spot C; and the time taken in moving from
Spot C to the target classroom at number I4401.

Tables 7(a) and 7(b) show the timing results obtained for
the four users. Note that Users 1 and 2 performed the search
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(a) Outdoor map overview

(b) Nearby building information (c) Position of user

Figure 21: User located outside.

Figure 22: Guidance notification.

process in a nonassisted manner, while Users 3 and 4 both
used the app. As shown, Users 1 and 2 completed the search
process in 281.7 s and 333.9 s, respectively (i.e., an average
search time of 307.8 s). Since Users 3 and 4 used the guidance
app, they did not need to locate the direction signs at Spots A
and C, respectively. Consequently, the total search times for
the two users were just 206.48 s and 202.3 s, respectively (i.e.,
an average search time of 204.39 seconds). In other words,
the mean time of the assisted users was 33.59% shorter than
that of the two nonassisted users. Moreover, taking the search
time of User 1 as a reference, the search times of Users 3 and
4 were reduced by 26.8% and 28.18%, respectively.
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(a) Outdoor navigation aid (b) Indoor navigation aid

Figure 23: Navigation aid.

Gallery

Gate
CoE I

CoE II

Auditorium
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CoIT II

CoIT I

CoIT V
Dorm

II

Dorm
I

Lawn
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C

User 1
User 2

User 3
User 4

N

Figure 24: Experimental path (outdoor).

5. Conclusion

With the emergence of Location-Based Services (LBS),
the need to locate the position of the user with a high
degree of accuracy has emerged as an important concern.
Accordingly, this study has proposed an app based on
GPS, Bluetooth beacon, and NFC technology for providing
both a user localization service and an automatic guidance
function. Importantly, the app functions in both outdoor
and indoor environments and thus provides a seamless

I2410

I2409

I2408

I2407

I2406

I3402

I3401

Toilet-F1

Office

I4401

Meeting room

I4402

Elevator

N

User 1
User 2

User 3
User 4

Figure 25: Experimental path (indoor).

localization/guidance function as the user moves from one
environment to the other. The feasibility of the proposed
system has been demonstrated by means of localization and
guidance tests on a typical student campus building.
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Table 7: Times spent by four users in completing each stage of
search process.

(a) Search times of four users (unit: s)

Name Spot A Spot B Spot C Spot D
Subject 1 43.87 113.93 118.97 4.93

Subject 2 23.4 153.6 128 28

Subject 3 N/A 109.43 N/A 97.05

Subject 4 N/A 129.9 N/A 72.4

(b) Total search times of four users and average saved time (unit: s)

Name Total Percentage of time saving
Subject 1 281.7 0%
Subject 2 333.9 −18.53%
Subject 3 206.48 26.8%
Subject 4 202.3 28.18%
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